
        By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator 

You may have noticed strange little growths on the leaves of some trees.  Some of these growths are purple 

or red.  Some rise from the leaf surface like spines, others resemble small beads.  There are other, even 

stranger types that look like spiny balls.  All of these growths are called galls.  Most likely, you have seen 

them on a maple, oak, or willow leaf.  A gall?  It sounds like a pretty nasty condition, doesn’t it?  Actually, 

most galls look worse than they are. 

A gall is an excessive, localized growth of plant tissue 

caused by the insect larvae of midges, flies, wasps, and 

mites (mites are NOT insects, but a different class of 

arthropod).  Adult insects lay their eggs in plant leaves 

and the growth of the immature insect causes the gall to 

form.  The insects responsible for most galls are often 

very small and inconspicuous.  The biology of many gall-

makers is still not completely understood.  It is believed 

that as the larvae develop, they produce powerful plant 

growth regulators.  These chemicals cause the growths, 

or tumors, to develop.  The inner walls of galls are high 

in protein, providing food for the larvae.  They also offer 

protection as the insect develops.  

Oak trees are notorious for galls.  In fact, oak galls 

are so common that early naturalists making 

botanical drawings drew the galls as a normal part of 

the leaf structure.  Most oak galls are caused by 

‘gallflies’, a general term for flies and tiny, non-

stinging wasps.  Oak galls range from red, bead-like 

growths to the strange and bizarre.  The hedgehog 

gall looks like its name.  Brown, spiny-looking (they 

are actually very soft) growths the size of marbles 

develop on the upper and lower leaf surfaces.  In the 

western U.S., some oak galls resemble pink stars 

that protrude from the leaf.  The jumping oak gall 

falls from the tree when it has matured.  The fallen gall will actually jump or move due to the activity of the 

insect inside.  Oak apples are galls that can grow as large 
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Maple leaf spindle gall (iNaturalist) 

Hedgehog gall (University of Minnesota) 
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Mites usually cause maple galls.  Sugar 

and Norway maple often exhibit spindle 

galls that look like red, thin spines rising 

out of the leaf.  Bladder galls are often 

seen on sliver maple.  Round, red orbs 

appear on the upper leaf surfaces. 

Willow leaf galls are caused by a sawfly.  

These purplish bumps are very common 

on weeping willow.  They usually occur in 

two parallel rows, one on each side of the 

midvein. 

 

 

 

Leaf galls occur on many other tree species also.  The extent of the galls will vary from year to year depend-

ing on the population of the gall-makers.  In some years most of the leaves are affected; other years the galls 

may not occur at all.  They really do look awful, but they do no damage to the tree.  The leaf surface of a tree 

is usually greater than the surface area affected by galls.  However, twig galls can severely damage or even 

kill trees.  Any unusual growths on twigs or limbs should be investigated.  As far as leaf galls go, they are one 

of Mother Nature’s oddities that we just have to live with. 

Bladder gall (Ohio State) 


